The American Society of Range Management is entering a critical period in which it will face many important problems. This situation is not unique to this society.
Many other scientific societies feel that they are not keeping pace with scientific endeavor in the United States and other parts of the world. Areas of competence and recognition are being tested by all disciplines.
Planning and financing to move forward are paramount if our profession is to survive. Otherwise our area of concern will be usurped by other disciplines and contemporary scientific societies. Grassland societies in Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa are representing all areas of forage and rangeland scientific endeavor. Both agronomic and animal science disciplines are involved but range management per se as a science concerned with the balance of both plant and animal life is not truly considered.
The initiation of grassland societies in both North and South America is being encouraged by various scientific interests.
What sort of a competitive or cooperative effort should the ASRM undertake with these groups in the United States and abroad?
Sections

Advisory
Council.-The sections are the corner stones of our Society. The Advisory Council composed of section presidents is an extremely important organ of our organization. This is an area where the ASRM can make a distinct and significant contribution.
We must insist that range management be included.
Currently we are preparing proposals for affiliation with the American Association for the Ad- With some college training in these areas of learning, a range technician should be able to reasonably evaluate the demands of other users for range lands. He should be qualified to prescribe a program of multiple use on grazing lands in a rational manner with only minor aid from other disciplines.
He should be so trained that he can scientifically defend and justify livestock grazing on multipurpose lands.
Grazing and Other Uses
Paradoxically it seems, the better we see the future the more overwhelming becomes the uncertainty.
As scientists we should not resist change but rather should adapt with it. Admittedly there has been a shift of emphasis in management of range resources on public lands. In our efforts to place more emphasis on other resource uses of range lands, we are unknowingly de-emphasizing grazing.
Current emphasis on other land uses should not mean a lessening of the biological, economic, or social importance of domestic livestock grazing.
Shifts of emphasis to watershed, wildlife, recrea- 
Should Range Management Become Sophisticated?
Many people feel that Range Management needs a new image. They feel that it can never be recognized as a science as long as people think of us as common western cowboys.
Certainly, we in the Society know that this is not our area of function, but what about our allied scientists and people in general.
We, as range managers or as a Society, could change our name and carry out essentially our same functions as scientists if this would benefit our scientific endeavor. We could change our terminology and converse in more scientific phraseology.
These are ideas that we should consider seriously as we plan for the future.
If we recognize that both plant populations and animal populations vary widely over time, we are readily aware that any ecosystem (range) can be managed for greater efficiency. Management of our natural biotic resources for people now and in the future includes all plant life and all animal life either native or introduced, natural or domestic. Research can identify factors that are limiting optimum efficiency in productivity for any particular plant community. Therefore, modifications of the floristic composition of the ecosystem can be made for more efficient conversion of solar energy by plants and thus a greater quantity can be converted to sustenance of animal life. In like manner, animal populations may not convert plant growth into their own body components or may not reproduce effectively unless adequate nutrients are supplied for their many physiological functions throughout the year. Thus management or manipulation of plants and animals can make most ecosystems or ranges more productive.
It is this opportunity for increased efficiency that in-sures that range science or range management is destined to survive. It may, however, progress more rapidly under a new title and with specialists trained somewhat differently.
When the study of ecosystems and nutrient cycling are identified with purpose such as maximum primary productivity in terms of red meat for the table, the trained range manager is needed. What better purpose could we serve than in the realms of dedicated effort towards man's future welfare?
Is This a Society for You?
A college student entering school for a degree in range management wants to see the time when he graduates and affiliates with a profession of high professional stature. A profession, if you please, that will delineate the area of resource management where his competence allows him to display excellence and become a man among men. We hope we are reaching that period.
Range technicians who are working in the field of range resource management want to see the time when their area of concern is scientifically and professionally dealt with in a manner that truly identifies it as an area of specialization that no other discipline can claim. Does not a range livestock producer want a highly trained technician to help him with his range and livestock husbandry problems? Does he not want practical and rational solutions to the public range controversies? Does he not want these matters dealt with by knowledgeable and welltrained range management specialists? He may not realize that he does but certainly and surely this is the only solution to his range management problems.
Regardless of the name of our Society or the terms used in our communication as scientists, professionals, technicians or specialists, the renewable forage resource needs our attention and who is better trained to provide it than we are?
On the Bright Side
